In addition to model-free parameters (p(high info) and p(low mean)), We used a simple logistic model to fit the decisions on the first free trial (trial 5). We hypothesized that the value of each option (a or b) is dependent on 3 main parameters: R, the average reward of the option (based on previous trials); I, the information, defined as whether choosing the option would provide you with valuable information so the less information we have about an option the more its information bonus; and s, spatial location, we hypothesized some subjects might be biased in choosing right over left option or vice versa. Therefore, we can express the value of each option as:
where α is called information bonus and B is the spatial bias. We further assume the value of each option is perturbed with a logistic noise with the standard deviation of σ d . So the probability of choosing option a over b, assuming the participants have a linear utility function, will be calculated as:
Replacing Q a and Q b with their equivalent from equation (2):
We simply define the information (I) in a way that when option b is more informative than a, I b − I a = +1 and if option a is more informative than b, I b − I a = −1 and if they are equal in information I b − I a = 0. Similarly, the location variable is defined in a way that s b − s a = +1 if option b is on the right and s b − s a = −1 if it is on the left. By fitting this model into our data, we are able to obtain information bonus (α), spatial bias (B) and decision noise (σ d ) for each participant. We expect that information bonus (α) would be highly correlated with our model-free parameter p(high info) and decision noise (σ d ) with p(low mean). Figure S1 shows the scatter plots between corresponding model-free and model-based parameters. As it was expected, we see a high correlation between information bonus and p(high info) and between decision noise and p(low mean) in both horizon. Model-based directed exploration (as defined by: information bonus h6 -information bonus h1) and model-based random exploration (decision noise h6 -decision noise h1) were also highly correlated with model-free directed and random explorations, respectively. Figure S2 shows the scatter plots and correlations between temporal discounting and the model-based parameters. The relationships are almost the same as the relations between temporal discounting and model-free parameters. Given this high correspondence, we based our main analyses in the manuscript on the model-free parameters. Figure S1 : Scatterplots / Correlations between model-free and model-based parameters: (A) information bonus (from model) and p(high info) in horizon 1, (C) information bonus and p(high info) in horizon 6, (E) model-based directed exploration = information bonus h6 -information bonus h1, model-free directed exploration = p(high info) h6 -p(high info) h1, (B) decision noise (from model) and p(low mean) in horizon 1, (D) decision noise and p(low mean) in horizon 6, (F) model-based random exploration = decision noise h6 -decision noise h1, model-free random exploration = p(low mean) h6 -p(low mean) h1 Figure S2 : Scatter plots / correlations for model-based parameters over a temporal discounting measure (# today items). (A) information bonus at horizon 1, (B) decision noise at horizon 1, (C) information bonus at horizon 1, (D) information bonus at horizon 6, (E) model-based directed exploration (= info bonus h6 -info bonus h1, and (F) model-based random exploration (= noise h6 -noise h1. It yields the exact same conclusion we reached by a model-free analysis Figure S3 shows that there is high correlations between different measures of temporal discounting in our study. More specifically, there is high correlations between a simple measure of temporal discounting, i.e. # today items: the total number of today (smaller immediate items) chosen by subject and more sophisticated measures (different k's) that utilize a model fitting (Pearson's correlation coefficients between .89 -1). So we selected the simplest one (# today items) in our main analysis. Page 16: 'In addition, the first 4 choices in each game are instructed trials where we will choose an option for you. This will give you some experience with each option before you make your first choice.'
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